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Abstract—Ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET)
memory has shown the potential to meet the requirements of the
growing need for fast, dense, low-power, and non-volatile
memories. In this paper, we propose a memory architecture
named crossed-AND (C-AND), in which each storage cell
consists of a single ferroelectric transistor. The write operation
is performed using different write schemes and different
absolute voltages, to account for the asymmetric switching
voltages of the FeFET. It enables writing an entire wordline in
two consecutive cycles and prevents current and power through
the channel of the transistor. During the read operation, the
current and power are mostly sensed at a single selected device
in each column. The read scheme additionally enables reading
an entire word without read errors, even along long bitlines.
Our Simulations demonstrate that, in comparison to the
previously proposed AND architecture, the C-AND architecture
diminishes read errors, reduces write disturbs, enables the
usage of longer bitlines, and saves up to 2.92X in memory cell
area.
Keywords— Ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET),
memory, emerging memory technology, array architecture

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional nonvolatile memories use either a floating
gate or a charge-trapping layer to store information as charge.
However, the integration of floating gate and charge-trapping
memory cells into the state-of-the-art high-k metal gate
process is becoming extremely complex due to scaling
limitations. Moreover, the high write voltages in the
10V-range generate an unfavorable periphery-to-array ratio,
especially for smaller array sizes commonly used in embedded
memories. Therefore, alternative random-access memory
(RAM) concepts, such as resistive RAM (ReRAM), phase
change memory (PCM), magnetic RAM (MRAM) [1] and
ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) [2], are gaining traction in the
industry.
Recently, a single-transistor (1T) ferroelectric field effect
transistor (FeFET) memory cell was presented [3]. The FeFET
requires only a single device per cell, uses lower write
voltages and is more easily integrated in a CMOS process
compared to floating gate and charge-trapping flash cells.
Integrating a ferroelectric layer within the gate stack of a
regular field effect transistor (FET) enables the transistor to
store data in the polarization state of the ferroelectric layer.
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FeFET-based designs were presented for different
applications such as content-addressable memories (CAMs)
[4] [5], field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) building
blocks [6], non-volatile flip-flops [7], and mixed logic and
memory operations [8]. Different architectures for memory
arrays based on FeFETs have been proposed and
demonstrated recently. A 1T ferroelectric NOR-type memory
architecture might induce specific requirements on the
dimensions of the FeFET to enable a correct operation. For
example, the Fe-NOR described in [9] demands sub-10 nm
FeFETs, which support only a small number of ferroelectric
domains and the use of FinFET devices. Previous works
suggested to implement two MOSFETs and a FeFET [10]
[11] or a single MOSFET and a single FeFET [10] [12] in a
2T-1T and 1T-1T architecture, which build on an AND-type
architecture. An AND array configuration of a single FeFET
(1T) memory entails an even denser integration [3] and has
been realized in advanced technology nodes for 1T arrays
[13] [14]. Yet, the AND array configuration suffers from
potential disturbs of surrounding cells during the read and
write operations of a specific cell [15]. Aside from memory
applications, 1T-FeFET arrays are also integrated in
machine-learning applications [16]. For machine-learning
approaches, the analog nature of multi-domain ferroelectrics
is exploited, by considering the programming or erasing of
the transistor as continuous processes [17], which further
increases their reading sensitivity. Therefore, finding a
FeFET memory architecture that circumvents read errors and
write disturbs in the memory array is crucial.
In this paper, we propose C-AND, a novel 1T-FeFET
memory array configuration, which diminishes read errors.
The proposed writing schemes provide two major
improvements: 1) application of different schemes for the
write operation to circumvent the effect of asymmetric write
voltages, and 2) use of different write voltages for ‘0’ and ‘1’
to prevent write disturb in devices with asymmetric switching
voltages. Additionally, we present different techniques to read
an entire word in a single cycle and to write an entire word in
two cycles. By using a simulation model based on real
fabricated devices, we show how the read errors that occurred
in the AND array are solved and how the write disturbs are
reduced with the C-AND architecture and its read and write
schemes.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Ferroelectric Field Effect Transistor
Ferroelectricity is a characteristic of materials that exhibit
spontaneous electric polarization [18] (built-in dipoles). These
materials usually exhibit two stable saturated polarization
states, pointing in opposite directions. To switch between the
states, an external electric field must be applied.
A FeFET is a field effect transistor that features a
ferroelectric layer instead of (or in addition to) the standard

dielectric layer in the gate stack. Considering the two
polarization states of the ferroelectric layer, the FeFET either
displays a low threshold voltage (programmed state, logic ‘1’)
or a high threshold voltage (erased state, logic ‘0’). By
applying a sufficiently high external voltage across the
ferroelectric layer (gate-bulk voltage), the polarization can be
reversed, thereby changing the conductivity of the transistor
channel. In this manner, the threshold voltage of the transistor
can be actively manipulated. Figure 1 exemplarily shows a
SPICE simulated IDS-VGS sweep of an n-type FeFET, as well
as the structure of a FeFET with the two stable states of
polarization. Note that voltage drop across the ferroelectric
layer in the gate stack determines the ferroelectric polarization
states, namely the gate-bulk voltage. During the IDS-VGS sweep
in Fig. 1, the source and bulk terminals are shortened and
grounded so VGS = VGB and it is the voltage drop across the
ferroelectric layer.
B. Multi-Domain FeFET Model
The utilized behavioral FeFET device model for SPICE
simulations is based on the time-dependent Preisach model of
hysteresis [19]. The polarization of the ferroelectric layer is
assumed to be a superposition of individual, non-interacting
dipoles. To shorten the simulation time, the density function
of the dipoles is assumed to be Gaussian [20] [21] and the
polarization P is therefore simplified to
𝑃 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑠 ∙ tanh (

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 ±𝐸𝑐
2𝛿

) + 𝑃𝑜𝑓𝑓 ,

Fig. 1. IDS-VGS curves of an n-type FeFET. The structure and
corresponding polarization direction of each state are shown in the
insets. The switching voltage VW0 (erase) and applied write voltage
VSW1 (program) are marked in blue. Note that -VSW1/3 is sufficient
to write an undesired logical ‘0’.

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a FeFET model. The FE capacitor and
the FET’s gate are connected in series.

(1)

where
𝛿 = 𝐸𝑐 [ln (

1+𝑃𝑟 /𝑃𝑠
1−𝑃𝑟 /𝑃𝑠

−1

)] .

(2)

The scaling factor k and the offset parameter Poff enable the
creation of unsaturated polarization loops, i.e., subloops. The
+ or – sign in (1) introduces non-volatility by separating the
polarization states depending on the sweep direction of the
applied electric field. Hence, (1) models the storage of
information regarding the history of the ferroelectric and takes
into account sub-loops of the ferroelectric layer. Parameters
Eeff , Ec, Pr and Ps are the effective electric field, the coercive
field, the remanent polarization and the saturation
polarization, respectively. When applying an external electric
field Eext, the time-dependency of the effective electric field
[19] [22] is reflected by the delay parameter τeff in
d𝐸eff (𝑡)
d𝑡

=

𝐸ext (𝑡)−𝐸eff (𝑡)
𝜏eff

.

(3)

The full FeFET model consists of a ferroelectric capacitor,
with polarization P emulated by the Preisach model,
connected in series to an n-FET (28SLP-based n-FET from
GLOBALFOUNDRIES [14]), as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3
presents the measured and the fitted simulated IDS-VGS curves
for a FeFET featuring channel dimensions of W=L=500 nm,
where W and L are the width and length, respectively. Due to
sensitivity limitation of the measurement equipment, the offcurrent is limited to around 50 nA in the measurements.
Therefore, the fitting was done concerning currents above the
given limit and the threshold voltages of the high- and low-Vt
state. Simulation results were compared to measurements
from [14], to ensure real device behavior for the entire current
range.

Fig. 3. IDS-VGS curves of the simulation results compared to the
measurement results of the described multi-domain FeFET.

C. Previously Proposed 1FeFET AND Memory Array
The AND configuration [3], a special case of a NOR-type
memory array, is the most popular design of a single FeFET
(1T) memory array. With this configuration, the wordline
(WLAND) connects the gates of transistors in the same row,
while the bitline (BLAND) and a separate sourceline (SLAND)
link the drains and sources of transistors in the same column,
respectively. In contrast to the classical NOR array, where the
sourceline is grounded, the AND array gives the additional
flexibility of driving the SLAND to a specific voltage. Two
commonly used writing schemes are the VDD/2 and VDD/3
schemes, where unselected devices experience only VDD/2 or
VDD/3 to decrease write errors. Usually, only one of the
schemes is used for writing both logical states of the FeFET.
Commonly, the VDD/3 scheme is preferred [3] since the
absolute gate-source voltage of all unselected cells will be
lower than VDD/3 (in contrast to VDD/2). Figure 4 shows the
AND memory array with the corresponding write and read
operations in the VDD/3 scheme [3] [23].

that stored a logical ‘0’. With the mixed writing scheme
proposed in the next section, this issue is prevented by using
different schemes to write the different logical states.
Additionally, like in every NOR-type array, during the
read of a selected cell, all the other cells in the same column
(same BLAND) should not be conductive, otherwise they may
cause read errors. Even when applying an inhibitory voltage,
such as VGS=0 V, to all unselected cells, a low current can leak
through the transistors (see Fig. 4(b)) due to a relatively high
off current of cells with low-threshold voltages and applied
voltage across the transistor channel (VDS). Although the
leakage current seems to be negligible in smaller arrays, it may
cause significant read errors for long BLANDs and SLANDs
connecting many cells [15]. The summation of the individual
leakage currents at one BLAND or SLAND may lead to reading
a logical ‘1’ (high current) rather than logical ‘0’ (low
current). This behavior restricts the possible size of the bitlines
in the AND arrays, limits the voltages that can be applied and
usually demands more complicated sense amplifiers (SA) due
to the smaller current reading window. With the proposed
C-AND (crossed-AND) architecture and related readout and
write schemes presented in the next section, these issues are
circumvented, allowing for longer bitlines with a wider
current reading window.
III. C-AND: THE PROPOSED 1T-FEFET MEMORY ARRAY

Fig. 4. Structure of the AND array. (a) Write voltages of the VDD/3
scheme (blue labels) and (b) read voltages (green labels) are shown.
Note that VW < 0 V during erase (write ‘0’ state) and VW > 0 V
during programming (write ‘1’ state). The unselected devices in
unselected rows and columns (diagonal cells) may suffer from an
undesired switching (write disturb).

Yet, the AND architecture suffers from several
limitations. During write operations, unselected cells may
have a relatively high voltage applied across their ferroelectric
layer. Due to possibly asymmetric switching voltages between
the polarization states, an unselected cell in an unselected row
and unselected column (“diagonal” cell) that experiences
|VGS|=VW/3 or |VGS|=VW/2 can be undesirably partially or fully
written because the electric field across its ferroelectric layer
may be sufficient to write the contrary state [3]. Consider the
minimal absolute voltage that causes writing state ‘0’ as VW0
and the minimal absolute voltage that causes writing state ‘1’
as VW1. Usually, for n-type FeFET, the program voltage is
positive (VW1 > 0 V) while the erase voltage is negative
(VW0 < 0 V), as shown in Fig. 1.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the required
absolute voltage to write state ‘1’ is higher than the required
absolute voltage to write state ‘0’, namely |VW1|>|VW0|. In such
a case, writing logical ‘1’ using the VDD/3 scheme will bring
the diagonal cells to experience a gate-bulk voltage of -VDD/3,
which may be sufficient to write them to logical ‘0’ (if
|VW1/3|>|VW0|) or at least will be close to the ‘0’ state switching
voltage (VW0). This phenomenon can cause undesired full or
partial switching to ‘0’ state, as illustrated in Figures 1 and
4(a). Note that this write disturb issue only occurs for the
higher absolute write voltage of the two possible states. As we
assumed, for |VW1|>|VW0| on third of the voltage needed to write
the ‘1’ state (-VW1/3) may cause write disturb, while the
reversed third voltage required to write the ‘0’ state (-VW0/3)
is not sufficient to cause write disturb of the unselected cells

Ideally, a 1T memory array has different paths for reading
and writing. The FeFET device is a four-terminal device and
enables the separation of the read and the write paths [24].
Unfortunately, within a 1T memory array, different devices
share lines, and hence, there will always be effects from the
surrounding cells. We propose a 1FeFET array architecture –
denoted “C-AND” - to decrease the dependency between read
and write paths. Furthermore, we propose to use the VDD/2 and
VDD/3 schemes in a joint write scheme to address asymmetric
switching of FeFET during execution of the write operation,
and to reduce the effects from surrounding cells.
A. Memory Array
The proposed memory array is shown in Fig. 5. In the
proposed architecture, the wordline (WL) connects all the
gates in a row and the selectline (SL) connects all the drains
of cells in the same row. The bulk line (BuL) connects all the
bulk terminals of cells in the same column and the bitline (BL)
connects all the source terminals of cells in the same column
to a sense amplifier (SA). Note that each column has its own
bulk, separated from bulks of other columns. In this structure,
the sources and bulks are linked perpendicular to the WL and
the drains are linked parallel to the WL. Due to interchanging
the position of the drain terminals compared to the AND
architecture, the proposed architecture is termed crossedAND (C-AND). This architecture differs from the NOR
architecture that links the drain and bulks perpendicular to the
WL and connects the sources parallel to the WL [24].
Interchanging the position of the drain terminals is
important, especially for the write operation, since the voltage
across the ferroelectric layer (gate-bulk voltage) induces the
writing of the specific polarization state. In each device of the
C-AND architecture, the writing path is the path between the
gate and the bulk of the transistor, and the reading path is
situated between the drain and the source of the transistor.
Thus, there is full separation between the read and write
operations in each memory cell. Additionally, each BL is

architecture, different columns have different bulks, which
grant better selectivity of specific cells, while in the Fe-NOR,
all the bulks of all the devices are shortened. Additionally,
during write operation in the proposed architecture, there is no
need to rely on the drain voltage, while in the Fe-NOR, it is
crucial. Furthermore, the Fe-NOR demands sub-10 nm
FeFETs which support only a small number of ferroelectric
domains.
B. Write Operation
Table I lists the voltages applied to write logical ‘0’ and
‘1’ states, using the proposed joint VDD/2 – VDD/3 write scheme
within the C-AND architecture. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) illustrate
this write scheme in a memory array with the selected cell and
unselected cells (red label in Fig 5a for write ‘0’ operation and
blue label in Fig. 5b for write ‘1’ operation).
To avoid write disturb, any unselected cell will ideally
experience no voltage across the ferroelectric layer (gate-bulk
voltage), i.e., |VGB| = 0 V. As this is practically impossible for
an array with a single device for each cell and shared lines, we
use VDD/2 and VDD/3 write schemes to ensure that |VGB| is
sufficiency low for all unselected cells. The difference
between these schemes is that in the VDD/3 scheme, unselected
cells can experience both VGB = VDD/3 and VGB = -VDD/3, while
in the VDD/2 scheme, they may experience VGB = 0 V or VGB =
VDD/2 only (no voltage with inverse polarity). For FeFETs
where |VW1|>|VW0|, only the writing of logical ‘1’ can cause
write disturb, therefore the scheme utilized to write logical ‘1’
should avoid applying voltages of inversed polarity. Hence,
state ‘1’ with write voltage VW1 is written with the VDD/2
scheme to ensure that there are no voltages with inverse
polarity, while the state ‘0’ with write voltage VW0 is written
with the VDD/3 scheme, since the voltage of inverse polarity is
insufficient to cause write disturb.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the proposed C-AND memory array with
demonstration of write and read schemes: (a) write ‘0’ scheme
(red), (b) write ‘1’ scheme (blue), and (c) read scheme (green).
(r1,c1) is the selected cell (for read or write), (r1,c2) represents cells
in the same row, (r2,c1) denotes cells in the same column and (r2,c2)
refers to cells in diagonal, all relative to the selected cell. Note:
VW0 < 0 V and VW1 > 0 V.

connected to a sense amplifier (SA) that senses the drainsource current during read operations. With the proposed
architecture, there is no current through any device (sourcedrain current) during the write operation, which prevents
extraneous write power. The consumed power results solely
from charging the ferroelectric and dielectric capacitors in the
FeFET gate stack and from reversing the polarization of the
selected FeFET, which makes this architecture a low-power
architecture.
The proposed C-AND memory architecture differs from
the previously proposed 1T ferroelectric NOR-type (Fe-NOR)
memory array [9] in the following manner: in the C-AND

For example, assume FeFET switching voltages are
VW1 = 4.5 V and VW0 = -1 V (asymmetric switching voltages).
If we use the VDD/3 scheme to write state ‘1’, diagonal cells in
the array will experience VGB = -VW1/3 = -1.5 V, which entails
an unwanted overwriting of the stored data in these cells (see
Figures 1 and 4(a)). Even if the voltage to write the FeFET to
state ‘1’ was much lower (for instance VW1 = 2.1 V), the
diagonal cells would experience an absolute voltage higher
than VDD/2 (VGB = -0.7 V). This value is approximately the
voltage required to set the FeFET into the ‘0’ state.
Accordingly, it can induce a partial polarization reversal in the
ferroelectric layer of the FeFET, which finally writes a logical
‘0’ into unselected cells by switching a significant number of
domains, such that the stored data would be overwritten. The
proposed joint write scheme mitigates the overwriting of
unselected cells independent of the switching voltages of the
FeFETs, provided the write voltages, VW0 and VW1, are
properly chosen.
The voltages VW0 and VW1 should be chosen as minimal
absolute voltages that are sufficiently high to change the
polarization direction of the ferroelectric layer concerning a
reasonable delay. Additionally, it has to be ensured that VW0/3
and VW1/2 are insufficient to undesirably change the
polarization state of the FeFET. It is possible to use higher
absolute write voltages than necessary to expand the read
window, however, the power consumption would increase.
Additionally, applying a higher absolute write voltage may
impair the endurance and may finally lead to a breakdown of
the device. Note that with the proposed writing scheme, the

TABLE I.
WRITE SCHEME IN C-AND ARCHITECTURE
(VW0 < 0 V, VW1 > 0 V)

Operation
Row
Line
WL
SL
Col
Line
BuL
BL

Write logic ‘0’
Selected Unselected
Row
Row
VW0
VW0/3
0
0
Selected Unselected
Columns
Columns
0
2VW0/3
0
0

Write logic ‘1’
Selected Unselected
Row
Row
VW1/2
0
0
0
Selected Unselected
Columns
Columns
-VW1/2
0
0
0

drain-bulk and the source-bulk diodes are always in zero or
reversed bias, preventing unwanted significant bulk currents.
Furthermore, it is possible to program or erase multiple
cells in the same row by applying 0 V to all corresponding
BLs for write ‘0’ operation or by applying -VW1/2 to all
corresponding BuLs for write ‘1’ operation (Fig. 5(a) and 5(b),
with more than one selected cell in the same row). In the first
cycle, state ‘0’ is written in all selected cells, while in the
following cycle, state ‘1’ is written into the remaining cells of
the same row, resulting in writing of an entire word in two
cycles, regardless of the word size (the order of writing ‘0’s
and writing ‘1’s can be switched without affecting the number
of needed cycles).
C. Read Operation
To read bits along a certain wordline, a read voltage VWL is
applied to the WL connecting cells in a specific row that stores
the word to be read. This is achieved by setting the WL voltage
to be between the threshold voltages of the ‘0’ and ‘1’ states
(Vt0 and Vt1, respectively), i.e., Vt0<VWL<Vt1. Table II lists the
voltages applied to the word, select, bulk and bit lines. Due to
the selected drain voltage VSL, the FeFET is read out in the
saturation regime of the transistor. Figure 5(c) illustrates this
read scheme in the C-AND memory array (green label) for
reading the bit of the memory cell in the middle of the drawn
nine-cell array segment. To determine the logical value of the
readout current, the SA acts in a current-mode sensing scheme
where the sensed current is compared to a reference current
source [25]. The reference current is chosen to be between the
low current (corresponds to Vt0) and high current (corresponds
to Vt1) so the sensed current is labeled as logical ‘0’ and ‘1’
according to the polarization state and the threshold voltage of
the sensed device. Usually, with NOR-type non-volatile
memories (NVM), a single byte or word is read in a single
cycle. C-AND also enables the read of several bits along the
same wordline by grounding the BLs of all desired cells in the
selected row. Since each BL is connected to a SA, all the
selected cells in the selected row will be read simultaneously
within a single cycle.
The proposed read scheme solves the read errors that
might occur in AND arrays. On each selected BL, the only
device that experiences VSL across its channel and gate-bulk
voltage of VWL is the selected cell. Since the current along BL
is not summed up (unlike in the AND architecture), the
memory array can contain more rows than the AND
architecture without being limited by reading disturbs. The
physical limitation on the number of rows is primarily due to
the voltage drop across the BLs (non-ideal wires), not due to
an architecture limitation.

TABLE II.
READ SCHEME IN C-AND ARCHITECTURE

Row
Line
WL
SL
Col
Line
BuL
BL

Selected
Row
VWL
VSL
Selected
bits
0
0

Unselected
Row
0
High-Z
Unselected
bits
0
High-Z

D. Physical Design and Area
The physical designs of the AND and the C-AND arrays
are shown in Fig. 6. For the C-AND array, poly-silicon wires
and metal1 (M1) lines connect the gates and the drains of each
row, respectively, while metal2 (M2) links the sources of each
column. Each column has its own bulk (p-well), which is
shared with all the devices in the same column. The density of
the array can be increased by isolating the well by a deep
trench isolation together with a buried BL, as discussed
previously for flash devices [26]. The C-AND array can be
implemented using a single metal layer by connecting each
row’s gates and drains using poly-silicon wires and diffusion
(active) lines, while M1 links the sources of each column. In
this manner, the resistance of the SLs (connected by diffusion)
is higher compared to the resistance obtained when using an
additional metal layer.
To evaluate the effective cell size of the C-AND
architecture and to compare it to the cell area in the AND
architecture, we designed the layout of the two architectures
in the GLOBALFOUNDRIES 28SLP (where 𝜆 = 28 nm)
using Virtuoso Layout Suite GXL tool, as shown in Fig. 6. In
contrast to a logic process, where 𝜆 defines the technology
gate dimension, in a memory process, 𝜆 defines the minimum
half-pitch of M1, which in the discussed technology is
approximately 50 nm. Therefore, comparing the minimum
cell size to what could be achieved in a logic process would
be unreasonable because this comparison would limit the cell
size to much larger values than expected for a memory
process. As a point of reference, the minimum feasible cell
area in a memory process is 4𝜆2 . When using 𝜆 as the
technology node name of a logic process, the minimum cell
area would be in the order of 16𝜆2 (assuming both directions
are limited by the minimum metal pitch). The cell area in the
AND array is 244.14𝜆2 , while in C-AND, it is only 83.57𝜆2 –
an improvement of 2.92X. The spacing between the different
bulks is important and stands at 35.7 𝜆 in this technology
(triple-well) but can be reduced to 9𝜆, as reported in [27], to
further reduce the overall array area. Table III presents the
comparison of the area with and without the spacing between
the different bulk.
E. Leakage Paths
In the proposed C-AND architecture, there may be leakage
currents from the selected SL to the selected BLs through
three series unselected devices. These leakage currents start
from the selected SL, go through unselected devices in the
selected row (which in the worst case are open and have low
resistance) to unselected BLs. From the unselected BLs the
currents go through closed devices to unselected SL (from the
source to the drain) and then through another close device to

Fig. 6. Layout and cell structure of the (a) AND and (b) C-AND
arrays. The total area depends on the spacing between different
wells. Spacing in 28-SLP GF design rules stands at 35.7𝝀 and may
be substantially smaller in other technologies. 𝝀 is defined
according to the logic process naming, here 28 nm. The cell area of
the AND and C-AND is, respectively, 𝟐𝟒𝟒. 𝟏𝟒𝝀𝟐 and 83.57𝝀𝟐 .
TABLE III.
COMPARING CELL AREA WITH AND WITHOUT SPACING

Spacing
With
Without

AND

C-AND

801.54𝜆2
244.14𝜆2

415.2𝜆2
83.57𝜆2

Improvement
1.93X
2.92X

the selected BL. Figure 7 presents two of the leakage paths.
The resistance ratio between the devices in the leakage path
and the device in the desired path determines whether these
leakage currents, which sum up on the selected BL, can cause
read error. The worst-case scenario is that the selected device
is on high resistance RS (stored data is logical ‘0’), and the
unselected devices are storing logical ‘1’. In that case, the
devices in the unselected row are ideally non-conductive (VGB
= 0 V) and have a resistance of RC, and the unselected device
in the selected row is conductive (VGB = VWL) and has a
resistance of RO. The channel resistance in the desired path is
RS, while the effective resistance (Reff) of all leakage paths for
an array with m rows and n columns is
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑅𝑂
𝑛−1

𝑅

𝐶
+ (𝑚−1)∙(𝑛−1)
+

𝑅𝐶

.

𝑚−1

(4)

The last term in (4) is the largest term since the resistance RO
is a resistance of a conductive transistor while RC is a
resistance of a non-conductive device. Therefore, an upper
bound to the effective resistance would be
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 >

𝑅𝐶
𝑚−1

.

(5)

Hence, the undesired current from leakage paths is bounded
linearly with the number of rows and depends on the channel
resistivity of unselected closed device. Ideally, the resistance
of closed device is infinitely large, and no leakage current is
donated. Practically, there will always be leakage currents, so
the memory size that can be supported depends on the SA
sensitivity and the closed channel resistance of the specific
technology. Still, the possible BL size of the C-AND
architecture will be larger than the possible BL size of the
AND architecture since for the same voltage drop, in the AND
architecture the summed-up currents are currents through a
single device while in the C-AND are currents through three
devices.

Fig. 7. Leakage paths during read operation. Leakage current
starts from unselected device in the selected row (device (r1,c2)), go
through unselected device in unselected row and column (device
(r2,c2)) and then to unselected device in selected column (device
(r2,c1)). Two of these paths are presented in with red arrows.

F. Power Analysis
During the writing operation, all SLs and BLs are
grounded and hence, all the transistors in the array experience
VDS = 0 V, resulting in the absence of current through the
device's channels during the write operation and hence, to no
extraneous power consumption. The only current (and power)
consumed is that for the charging and discharging of the gate
capacitors, which include the ferroelectric capacitance and the
dielectric capacitance (see Fig. 2). Hence, the overall power
consumed during the write operation is used for the operation
of storing the data in the polarization states of the FeFETs in
a nonvolatile manner. The power consumption depends on the
area of the FeFET devices (length and width of the FeFET
channel), on the resistivity and capacitance of the poly-silicon
wires (which depends on the spacing), and on the write voltage
(VW0 or VW1).
For the read operation, the WLs of unselected rows are
grounded. Hence, these WLs are not charged and,
correspondingly, no power is consumed. With the proposed
read scheme, the selected SL is set to VSL and the selected BLs
are grounded while all other SLs and BLs are floating. The
devices in the selected row experience VDS = VSL and the
current through the selected SL (IDS) depends on the stored
word. All the transistors in the same row are connected in
parallel during the read operation (same VDS and VGB) and the
current through each transistor channel depends on the stored
value. For a word with n0 bits corresponding to ‘0’ (with offcurrent of Ilow) and n1 bits corresponding to ‘1’ (with oncurrent of Ihigh), the current through the selected SL (ISL) is
𝐼𝑆𝐿 = 𝑛0 ∙ 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑤 + 𝑛1 ∙ 𝐼ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ,

(6)

and the power consumed by the selected devices (PSL) is
𝑃𝑆𝐿 = 𝐼𝑆𝐿 ∙ 𝑉𝑆𝐿 .

(7)

The highest current (and power) is obtained in cases where the
word contains only bits of logical ‘1’ state. In this case, the
total power of an n-bits word (PSL,max) is
𝑃𝑆𝐿,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐼𝑆𝐿 ∙ 𝑉𝑆𝐿 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝐼ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ∙ 𝑉𝑆𝐿 .

(8)

In addition to the power resulting from the currents
through the channels of the selected transistors, the power
consumption related to charging the selected WL to the read
voltage VWL (namely PWL) depends on the WL resistance and

capacitance as well as the gate stack capacitance of the
transistors. Additionally, the consumed power from leakage
paths and leakage to the bulks, Pleak, should also be added. In
conclusion, the total power of a read operation consumed for
read of a single device is
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑃𝑆𝐿 + 𝑃𝑊𝐿 + 𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 .

(9)

For read operation of n bits of logical ‘1’, the consumed
power would be
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑆𝐿 + 𝑃𝑊𝐿 + 𝑃𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 .

(10)

The power analysis reveals that during write, the C-AND
architecture consumes power only for data storing. During the
read operation, the consumed power is due to the desired read
operation and undesired leakage currents. The power
consumption as a result of leakage paths can be reduced by
improved technology with higher off resistance.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION

TABLE IV.
MODEL PARAMETERS AND PARASITIC

Parameter
L
W
T
Ps
Pr
Vc
Rm
Cm
Rp
Cp
VW0
VW1
VWL
VSL
t

Description
Transistor channel length
Transistor channel width
Ferroelectric thickness
Saturation polarization
Remanent polarization
Coercive voltage
Metal resistance
Metal capacitance
Polysilicon resistance
Polysilicon capacitance
Write ‘0’ voltage
Write ‘1’ voltage
WL voltage for read
SL voltage for read
Duration of read and write

Value
500
500
10
0.2
0.19
1.04
9.45
0.22
2000
0.15
-1.5
3.2
1
1
10

units
nm
nm
nm
C/m2
C/m2
V
Ω/μm
fF/μm
Ω/μm
fF/μm
V
V
V
V
µs

A. Simulation Methodology
To evaluate the C-AND architecture, we simulated the
memory array with the corresponding read and write schemes,
using the FeFET model described in Section II-B, with model
parameters calibrated to the transfer curves of manufactured
devices, as listed in Table IV. The line parasitics were
extracted from the physical layout. The ferroelectric capacitor
in the model was implemented in Verilog-A and the transistor
model
is
the
28SLP-based
n-FET
from
the
GLOBALFOUNDRIES library [14]. Cadence Virtuoso was
used to conduct the simulations.
B. Long Bitlines
To evaluate the effect of long BL during write operation,
we simulated a single column of different sizes, from two to
2048 rows. It is sufficient to model only a single column since
the current through each BL in the AND architecture is the
summation of the current through all cells in the same column.
For the C-AND architecture, the leakage current from leakage
paths was added, assuming the memory array has the same
number of rows and columns. The current through the FeFET
during read operation depends only on the polarization state
stored in each FeFET-based memory cell. The worst-case
scenario is the readout of state ‘0’ (low current) from a specific
cell, while all unselected cells carried ‘1’s (namely, low
threshold voltage). The leakage of these cells sums up, and
cannot be neglected for long BLs.
Figure 8 compares the readout currents of the AND and
C-AND architectures for a varied number of rows. The
difference between the readout of logical ‘1’ and logical ‘0’ is
the read window for each architecture. The simulations were
performed for two to 2048 cells in a row. A trendline
continues the general tendencies for longer columns. As
expected for the AND array, for the worst-case scenario,
leakage currents of the unselected cells summed up to
approximately 30 nA for a column size of 2048 cells. This
represents a considerable read error when compared to 400 nA
in case of a regular readout of the ‘1’ state. For C-AND, the
current readout of the ‘0’ state of a selected cell on BL with
2048 cells was only 40 pA, since the C-AND and AND has
the same voltage drop VSL, and the leakage currents in the CAND pass through three transistor channels in series (which
at least two of them are non-conductive), while for the AND

Fig. 8. Comparison of an AND array (red) to the C-AND
architecture (blue) for different column sizes. Read window in AND
architecture is decreasing faster than the C-AND read window.

the leakage current path is only through a single nonconductive transistor channel. Thus, readout errors were
eliminated and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 104 is achieved for a column
size of 2048 cells. For the C-AND architecture, the Ion/Ioff ratio
is decreasing much slower than the AND architecture,
maintaining the high Ion/Ioff ratio for different column sizes.
C. Write Disturb in C-AND
As illustrated in Fig. 5, in any operation, there are four
groups of cells defined by their applied voltage: (r1,c1),
(r1,c2), (r2,c1) and (r2,c2). Each cell in these groups can be
in one of two different states: state ‘0’ or state ‘1’, so there are
16 different possible cases (each cell in the four groups can be
in either state ‘0’ or state ‘1’ and the write operation can be
either write state ‘0’ or state ‘1’). To examine the effect of a
write disturb when using the mixed writing scheme, a 16 by
16 array was simulated. Additionally, the effect of partial
voltages applied to all the different cells and states was tested.
For the worst-case scenario, we measured the four cells in the
corners, which represent the four different groups, as shown
in Fig. 9. To test the effect of consecutive writes, the write
time was set to 10 µs, where the devices have reached a steady
state.

bit0
bit4

bit1
bit5

bit2
bit6

Read row r1
“10101010”

Bits:
1,3,5,7
Initial state
of row r1:
“10101010”

Read row r1
“00001010”

Fig. 9. Write operation of a selected cell in a 16 x 16 C-AND array
and the influence onto all surrounding cells. The selected cell is
labeled by (r1,c1), while unselected cells are labeled by (r1,c2),
(r2,c1) and (r2,c2). Different initial states and different write values
are presented for all four different cell locations. Currents through
cells storing a logic ‘0’ state are indicated in red, while currents
through cells storing a logic ‘1’ are indicated in green. The read
current of each cell is shown before and after the write operation.

Cycle 1:
Cycle 2:
Write ‘0’s
Write ‘1’s
to bit4, Intermediate to bit0,
read
bit5, bit6,
bit1, bit2,
bit7
bit3
in row r1
in row r1
Bits:
0,2,4,5,6,7

Figure 9 shows the operation of writing ‘0’ and ‘1’, using
the proposed joint VDD/2-VDD/3 scheme, and examines the
resulting output current amplitude of cells in all four groups
((r1,c1), (r1,c2), (r2,c1) and (r2,c2)), with all possible
previous logical states (state ‘0’ and state ‘1’) and all possible
write operations (write logical ‘0’ and write logical ‘1’). The
readout currents before and after the write operation are shown
in the squares representing the individual memory cells. Only
the stored data in the selected cell was changed when writing
a device to the opposite state, while the other cells maintained
their state. It can be observed that for writing ’1’ the current in
the diagonal cells did not change. After writing logical ‘0’,
however, the current in diagonal cells was increased a bit if
the former state was logic ‘0’, while it was decreased to half
if the former state was logic ‘1’, but the transistor’s logic state
remained unchanged. In all 16 different cell locations, with
different initial states and different write operations, there was
still a separation of three orders of magnitude between the
readout current of state ‘0’ to the readout current of state ‘1’.
The highest current representing logical ‘0’ state was 46.8 pA,
while the lowest current representing logical ‘1’ state was 46.8
nA. Therefore, the minimal Ion/Ioff ratio was approximately
103.
D. Writing a Word in Two Cycles
Arrays with eight rows and eight columns were utilized to
simulate the programming and erase operation of an entire 8bit word in two cycles. Figure 10 illustrates how an entire
word can be written in two cycles. In the first cycle, state ‘0’
is written to bits 4 to 7, according to the VDD/3 scheme (Fig.
10(b) and Fig. 10(c)), while in the subsequent cycle, state ‘1’
is written to bits 0 to 3 in the VDD/2 scheme (Fig. 10(b) and
Fig. 10(c)). The readout of an entire word in a single cycle is
shown in Fig. 10(a) by reading each bit from different BLs.
The effect of each write operation on the surrounding cells can
also be can be observed in Fig. 10(a). That is, small differences
in readout current resulted from the different threshold
voltages of the FeFETs (i.e., due to different stored

Write ‘0’

High-Z

Read

High-Z

Bits:
0,1,2,3

Bits:
1,3

Bits:
0,2,4,6

Read

Read row r1
“00001111”

bit3
bit7

Read

Write ‘1’

High-Z

Write ‘0’

Read

Write ‘1’
Bits: 0,1,2,3

Bits: 0,1,2,3

Bits: 4,5,6,7

Bits: 4,5,6,7

Bits: 0,1,2,3

High-Z

Read

High-Z

Bits: 4,5,6,7

Bits: 0,1,2,3

Bits:
4,5,6,7

Bits: 4,5,6,7

Read

High-Z

Fig. 10. Writing different values to an 8-bit word in an 8 x 8 C-AND
array in two cycles. (a) Readout currents during the read
operations. (b) Voltage applied to the WLs and SLs of the selected
row and unselected rows during the read and write operations. (c)
Voltages applied to the BLs and BuLs of the selected and unselected
bits (columns) during the read and write operations.

polarization) and from potential write disturbs that caused
varying currents for cells that store the same logical state.
E. Process Variation
To evaluate the effect of process variation and write
voltage variation, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations to
randomly choose different conditions on the transistor
dimensions. Two rows and two columns arrays, which
represent devices from all four groups ((r1,c1), (r1,c2), (r2,c1)
and (r2,c2)), were chosen to determine the effect of process
variation on any location of a cell relative to the selected cell.
To consider the effect of leakage paths, we added the expected
leakage current of a 512 by 512 array to the results. The
simulation results are based on 9000 tests with standard
deviations of 75 mV, 160 mV and 50 nm for the write logical
‘0’ voltage, write logical ‘1’ voltage and the transistor
dimensions (width and length of the channel), respectively.
The rest of the model parameters are as presented in Table IV.
Figure 11 shows the histograms of the Monte-Carlo
simulation. Different write voltages and different dimensions
entailed a deviation of the threshold voltage of each device

Fig. 12. Peak power for a single bit read versus the array size.
Each array has the same number of rows and columns.

Fig. 11. Monte-Carlo simulations of process variation in the C-AND
architecture. There is a full separation (approximately 80X)
between the readout current of the ‘0’ and ‘1’ logical states.
(a) Threshold voltage variation. (b) Readout current variation.

(Fig. 11(a)), and hence, the readout current varied (Fig. 11(b)).
Irrespective of the induced variations, there was still an Ion/Ioff
ratio of 80, which enables a full separation between the logical
‘0’ and ‘1’ states. When analyzing Fig. 1, Fig. 9, and Fig. 11,
it becomes apparent that the Ion/Ioff ratio of a single cell shrinks
from approximately 105 (Fig. 1) to approximately 103 when
the cell is used in an array arrangement, in which different
cells share lines (Fig. 9), and shrinks even further to
approximately 80 when taking into account cell variations
(Fig. 11). This observation demonstrates the feasibility of the
C-AND architecture and poses restrictions on the desired
sensitivity of the SA located on each BL.
F. Power Consumption
The peak power consumption of the read operation was
evaluated for different array sizes (we assume the number of
rows and columns is identical), ranging from two to 32. The
highest power consumption is obtained for arrays where all
cells are in the logical ‘1’ state. Figure 12 shows the peak
power consumption of a read operation of a single bit. The
leakage power is negligible compared to the read power of the
selected cell. Our results show that the read power of a single
bit is almost independent of the memory size.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Partial Switching
FeFETs can show an analog behavior [16], i.e., partial
switching may occur even at voltages below the coercive
voltage (see Figures 9 and 10). This behavior depends on the
number of domains within the ferroelectric layer. In the
following, the individual domain sizes are assumed to be 500
nm2. A device with W/L=50 nm/50 nm would accommodate
5 domains, i.e., the switching will exhibit an abrupt, rather
than analog, behavior, and therefore, partial switching is
negligible. However, for a device with W/L= 500 nm/500 nm
comprising approximately 500 domains, the device will show
a gradual switching, i.e., analog behavior [17].

The phenomenon of partial switching is even more critical
when considering the trade-off between write voltage and
write time [28]. Longer write times lower the voltage at which
a certain domain will change its polarization state. The partial
switching issue becomes dominant when cells are partially
selected (VDD/3 or VDD/2) for numerous cycles. As a result, the
cells are gradually overwritten. Thus, each time an absolute
disturb voltage of VDD/3 or VDD/2 is routed to the gate of an
unselected cell, the corresponding FeFET device is slightly
programmed or erased, and after a sufficient number of cycles,
these effects may accumulate and change the state of the
FeFET [29]. Applying active compensation mechanisms
(such as a refresh operation) to the memory can solve this
problem of non-uniform access patterns to read and write
cells, at the cost of higher power consumption and lower
access rate to the memory. Furthermore, splitting the memory
into smaller arrays can help as fewer cells would suffer from
write disturb. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that even for the
C-AND architecture, the bigger the array size is, the smaller
the readout current window becomes.
B. Scaling of the FeFET
In non-volatile memories (NVM), the source and the drain
of the transistor experience voltages which are higher than the
standard process voltage. This issue limits the scaling of the
memory devices. The write operation with the C-AND
architecture does not require hot carriers or current through
the transistor’s channel and it only depends on the ability to
control the voltage across the ferroelectric layer, i.e., the gatebulk voltage. However, scaling of the channel of the transistor
can cause a punch-through [30], i.e., the effective body
voltage will be a function of the source and drain voltages. In
such a case, the control of the channel potential via the bulk
contact, i.e., relying on bulk biasing, will be ineffective. This
imposes restrictions on the scaling and the geometry of the
FeFET devices suitable for implementing the C-AND
architecture.
VI. CONCLUSION
HfO2-based ferroelectric field-effect transistors exhibit
several desirable features, such as CMOS compatibility, fast
switching, good scalability, low-power, and non-volatility. In
this paper, we presented the C-AND architecture, which
exploits the unique properties of the FeFET to design a novel
memory array structure based on a single FeFET in each
memory cell. We propose a write operation scheme that
addresses the potentially asymmetric switching voltages of the
FeFET by combining the VDD/3 and VDD/2 write schemes to
utilize different absolute write voltages. The C-AND
architecture enables the writing of an entire word in two

consecutive cycles. The depicted structure is suitable for
manufacturing, with the potential for lowering the cell size by
using self-alignment techniques for the diffusion lines and the
wells. Power analysis indicates a low power memory
architecture with minimal leakage.
A comparison of the C-AND array to the AND array
indicated that the read error, caused by leakage currents, can
be prevented even when using long BLs, and that the cell area
can be lowered by up to 2.92X. Reliable memory architecture
is crucial to realize the potential of FeFET-based memories.
The C-AND architecture has the potential to be the platform
for future non-volatile FeFET-based memories and a
candidate to replace the floating gate and charge-trapping
memories.
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